
Benefitting Max Higbee Center: supporting and empowering 
teens & adults with developmental disabilities to build community, 

friendships, happiness, life skills & health through recreation.





April Brews Day is Bellingham’s biggest and best beer 
festival, bringing over 4,000 people together each year 
to enjoy dozens of Pacific Northwest craft breweries and 

cideries, local food, and live music.

But most importantly, April Brews Day pours its proceeds 
back into Max Higbee Center: a grassroots organization 

founded by educators, families, and individuals with 
developmental disabilities who wanted quality recreation 

opportunities in Whatcom County. 

April Brews Day started in 2001 when the Center had a need 
for funding and a partnership with Boundary Bay Brewery, 
which brewed up Bellingham’s first beer festival. Now, April 
Brews Day raises nearly a quarter of Max Higbee Center’s 
annual budget, allowing the Center to continue offering 

opportunities for friendship, health, life-long learning, the 
joy of recreation, and a sense of community and belonging. 

Learn more at maxhigbeecenter.org & aprilbrewsday.org.

about april brews day

Printed by Lithtex NW Printing Solutions.

event information
Scan this code or go to 
linktr.ee/aprilbrewsday 
to view the beer guide and 
map, check the shuttle 
schedule and other event 
information, and cast a 
vote for your favorite beer 
at April Brews Day!



Breakside brewery
Portland, OR
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My Homie IPA Melon, bright fruit, pina colada ABV 7%

Noble Pilsner 5.6% ABV Bread malty, elegant hop 
spice, refreshing

stones throw brewery
Bellingham, WA
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Ottermelon Our Ottermelon is the tastiest spin on a Hefeweizen you’re likely to 
find anywhere – ever! We’ve combined an unfiltered Hefeweizen with a squirt of 
all-natural watermelon. Not your typical German 
Hefe. No banana. No clove. All watermelon – All 
the goodness! - 5% ABV, 12 IBU 

Otter Fuzz Introducing Otter Fuzz Hazy Pale Ale. 
Tropical Fruit Aromas give way to a plush mouthfeel. 
Notes of zesty tangerine and pineapple are balanced 
by a gentle bitterness. 5.2% ABV 25 IBU

odd otter brewing company
Tacoma, WA
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2-Dollah Porter Full to the brim with smoke 
and chocolate flavor, our Flagship Porter delivers 
a blend of malty-sweetness and minimal hop 
flavors. / ABV 5.9% / IBU 25

More brews TBA!

Thank you to all of our incredible brewers for joining us 
this year, and a special thanks to those who were able to donate 

their kegs. Each generously donated keg provides funding for 
services and recreation activities for Max Higbee Center members. 

Want to learn more about how you can support the Center? Visit 
maxhigbeecenter.org to get involved or donate.



Czech Pilsner Bohemian style lager with light golden color from pale and Munich 
malts, distinct hop character from Saaz hops and layered for several weeks provid-
ing smoothness and subtle malt flavor.  5.0% ABV 

Tulip Valley Brown Ale The official beer of the 
Skagit Valley Tulip Festival. This brown ale has a 
blossoming malt flavor with roasted caramel notes. 
Perle, Cascade, and Mt. Hood yield a delicate hop 
character and a light velvety finish.  6.1% ABV

Hop Mob IPA The term Hop Mob refers to a robust collection of Washington-
brewed beers that express outstanding hop character. These super-hoppy beers 
feature the floral, aromatic qualities that hops provide but also significant 
bitterness — at least 50 IBU.  ABV 6.0% 

Cold IPA IPA brewed using an innovative cold process. Columbus, Cascade,  and 
Simcoe add significant hop flavor, bitterness and aroma.  3.7% ABV

Party in the Woods 5% ABV / 30 IBU / A long running collaboration with 
our friends at Transition Bike Co, this beer is designed to be a fun and refreshing 
summer adventure buddy. This year’s version is light and dry, with juicy tropical 
fruit and citrus hop notes, and a crisp, dry malt body.

James Street IPA 7% ABV / 70 IBU / It all 
started with that Bastard Kat. This special 
anniversary brew pays tribute to our beginnings 
way back in 2012 at our original James Street 
location.  James Street IPA is a classic West Coast
IPA with crisp bitterness, a dry finish, and bold citrus, pine and floral hop notes.

Helles 5% ABV / 15 IBU / Soft and smooth with low bitterness, this beer is 
predicated around German malts that impart full bready notes and slight lingering 
sweetness. Noble German hops provide floral and herbal accents, balancing out 
the sweet malt notes to create a highly drinkable beer that was designed to be 
consumed by the liter. Prost!

Mystery Barrel Aged Beer 
Come and find us at the festival to taste this one of a kind beer!

anacortes brewing company
Anacortes, WA
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kulshan brewing co.
Bellingham, WA
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SRB Pilsner A light crisp lager that tickles 
the tongue with great malt flavor. 4 - 4.9% 

Sunbreaks IPA Up front citra aroma with a 
smooth orange citrus flavor and a pleasant, 
lingering hop flavor. 6.8%

skagit river brewery
Mount Vernon, WA
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San Juan Pilsner Produced with zesty Czech grown 
Saaz hops and full-flavored Bohemian malted barleys, 
San Juan Czech Pilsner is a true-to-style experience! 
ABV - 5.0%, IBU  - 33 

Deep Swell IPA Deep Swell IPA washes ashore with 
a big fruity aroma and layered citrus, tropical flavors. Go Deep!
ABV - 7.0%, IBU - 70

Raspberry Rhubarb 6.7% ABV / A refreshingly bold and tart cider with smooth 
earthy notes of freshly picked raspberries compliment our traditional heritage 
blend of apples bringing a fruity, berry nose to the glass. The natural acidity of the 
rhubarb dries the mouthfeel bringing a tartness that is complex and refreshing. 

Imperial Guava 8.5% ABV / Ripe and delicious Guava blended with our 
Washington Apples combines into a wild and tropic cider. 

Cucumber Lime 6.7% ABV / Cool and 
refreshing for all seasons! Cucumber forward 
with hints of citrus. Crafted using local 
ingredients and Washington Apples. 

san juan island brewing company
Friday Harbor, WA
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bellingham cider company
Bellingham, WA
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Plum Bob Plum Bob spent 12 months aging 
in an American oak foeder on 500 lbs. of 
plums. Fruity and tart, big juicy plum aroma 
giving way to notes of strawberry, kiwi, 
oak. Crisp, effervescent, sour. 7.4% ABV 

Googly Eyes Hazy DIPA Once in a while we allow our typically laser focused 
brewer eyes to get a little Googly and pull out all the stops on a big, hazy DIPA. 
Googly is double dry-hopped with hordes of Citra and the result is a rich, overripe 
citrus profile that is equal parts sweet, juicy, and dank. An intense but balanced 
drinking experience with low bitterness and very slight alcohol warmth to keep your 
eyes wide-open and extra googly. 8.0% ABV 

Strawberry Rhubarb Millie Sour The latest offering of our rotating fruit 
sour ale. Kettle soured with lactobacillus before undergoing fermentation with 
strawberries and rhubarb using our house ale strain. Colorful, crisp, dry, tart, fruit. 
4.4% ABV 

Shoe Toss IPA Shoe Toss is a classic Pacific Northwest style India Pale Ale. It has 
the bite that made you fall in love with craft beer; but finishes with a crisp smack 
that demands you take a second sip. American malt. Pacific Northwest hops. House 
ale yeast. Glowing orange in color. Dry and crisp. Floral, citrus, grapefruit, spicy. 
6.8% ABV

wander brewing
Bellingham, WA
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boundary bay brewing
Bellingham, WA
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Ginger Peach Blond 5.3% ABV 30 IBU - An 
April Brews Day Tradition! This golden-hued, 
light-bodied ale is made with freshly grated 
ginger that punctuates the peach and floral 
aromas with a spicy finish. Brewed each year 
exclusively for April Brews Day. 

Sticky Trees West Coast IPA 6.8% ABV 
/ 66 IBU Sticky Trees is a mind-melding West Coast 
IPA collaboration between The North Fork Brewery and 
Boundary Bay Brewing Co. Named after one of our mutually loved first-runs at 
the Mt. Baker Ski area, this crystal clear IPA shreds with spruce tips and Simcoe, 
Columbus and Citra hops. Dank aromas of resin, orange zest, spruce and stonefruit 
carve through a pronounced bitterness and a touch of stickiness finally stomping 
the landing with a dry, crispy turn between the pines.  

Enchanted Frontier Cold IPA 7.0% ABV / 65 IBU - This voyage of Enchanted 
Frontier Cold IPA amalgamates the hop-forward nature of an India Pale Ale with 
the snappy character of a lager. This Cold IPA’s directive warps the palate with 
dense hop flavor from an intrepid dosing of Mosaic, Centennial and Strata hops. 
Gold-medal winner at the 2023 Washington Beer Awards and Bronze at the 2024 
Best of Craft Beer Awards.  

Boundary Bay Premium Lager 5.2% ABV / 25 IBU Indulge in the artistry of 
craftsmanship and tradition with our premium lager. This classic American brew is 
not just a lager, it’s our testament to passion and dedication to quality. Each sip 
encapsulates the essence of Northwest’s enduring legacy of beer and community. 

Rotating Bourbon Barrel-Aged Beer Series Stop by the booth for release 
times. BBA Old Bounder Barleywine (15%) or BBA Port of Call Baltic Porter (10.1%)  
or BBA Cabin Fever (11.4%)

Boundary Bay Root Beer Non-alcoholic house made root beer

thank you to our sponsors!



Kernza Lager Our organic Kernza® Lager is bringing the beer industry one step 
closer to more sustainable production through the use of Kernza®, a Regenerative 
Organic Certified® perennial grain. Kernza® Lager is a bright, easy-drinking, 
organic pilsner, with a slightly nutty malt characteristic provided by Kernza, 
perfectly balanced with the lemon-forward, earthy, and floral notes brought to the 
flavor profile by organic Chinook and Pekko hops. 4.5% ABV 30 IBU

Monarch IPA Monarch is a fresh and 
decidedly nostalgic IPA with a pleasant, 
bright bitterness. The hops provide flavors 
of lemon, grapefruit, pine, and delicate 
herbal notes. Light biscuit flavors from the 
malt complement the jammy qualities of the 
hops while not overshadowing their nuance. 
Monarch finishes crisp and dry. 7.4% ABV 35 IBU

Cascadian Hops Black Tea Kombucha steeped 
with Cascade Hops, Orange Peel and Coriander. 
Bright and Refreshing like a Light Hopped Cider. 

Lavender Sage High caffeine Black and Guayusa Tea Kombucha steeped with 
soothing Lavender and Sage for a balanced focus boost.

aslan brewing co.
Bellingham, WA
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kombucha town
Bellingham, WA
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Best Day Kolsch Light German-style lager. Can 
be found on Alaska Airlines flights. Non-alcoholic.

Best Day Hazy IPA Light citrusy east coast 
style IPA. 53 calories per can. Non-alcoholic.

best day brewing10

It Came From The Haze 6% ABV / Big, bright and 
juicy, dank with big hops, notes of guava and pineapple. 
Won Gold Metal at 2023 GABF in Denver, CO.

Earth To Beer 6.5% ABV / Stout brewed with Puget 
Sound oyster shells provides incredible minerality and 
brine, finishes with notes of chocolate and coffee.

ghostfish brewing
Seattle, WA

11

Sausalito, CA



menace brewing company
Bellingham, WA
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Chili Bravo A perfect balance of Bready 
Malt, Tropical Pepper Flavor, and a Spicy 
Finish makes this beer an amazing experience 
to enjoy. We definitely recommend pairing it 
with food! ABV: 5.5% IBU: 25

MommaFlood’s MommaFlood’s favorite beer!! Extremely crisp and light with 
a slight hue from the raspberries. Light Raspberry is upfront on the nose and the 
light tartness makes this the perfect ale for easy drinking! ABV: 5.5% IBU: 23

Detective Brett Wit 8.2% ABV / Wit beer with 
mandarin kumquats and coriander, aged in wine barrels 
with a blend of brettanomyces wild yeast strains. 
Bottle conditioned with wild flower honey. 

The Gravity Witch 8.0 ABV / Assistant brewer Alex 
might be a gravity witch, conjuring extra plato points 
where they don’t appear to exist, through this 
necromancy we find this Westy Double IPA. Kettle and 
dry hopped with Amarillo, El Dorado and Hibiscus flowers. 
Fermented with German Lager yeast, or was it.... 

north fork brewery
Deming, WA
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Amber Dreams of Electric Sheep Amber Dreams of 
Electric Sheep is our take on a classic bière de garde, brewed 
with a toasty malt base and fermented in oak with our 
house native yeast culture. 6.0% 

The Skagitonian Lager Ale The base of this beer is 
a hoppy golden ale that was fermented in barrels left 
outdoors all winter, to cold ferment and–essentially–lager. 
It’s an ale, technically, but it’s lagered! 5.8%

garden path fermentation
Burlington, WA
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Adams Pilsner 4.8% ABV • 25 IBU - Naturally brewed from the finest Northwest 
malts and Yakima Valley hops, Adams is a refreshing, every-day drinker. Best paired 
with the great outdoors.

Lateral A 7.0% ABV • 45 IBU - Lateral A is 
the name of what is arguably the most prolific 
road in all of hops. A showcase for modern hop 
flavors, this IPA features HBC 586 and Talus hops 
for flavors of lemon hard candy and guava.

single hill brewing
Yakima, WA
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Don’t forget about our Tool Fair!
This Father’s Day Weekend: Friday June 14th, 7am-6pm 

& Saturday June 15th, 8am-4pm

Unlock Quality Tools & Expert 
Advice at Hardware Sales! 
With 70,000+ products and 879+ years of combined staff 

experience, our family-owned business has proudly served 
Bellingham since 1962. Service is our specialty—trust us for all 

your hardware, rental equipment, equipment service, and 
industrial needs.

El Sueñito Brewing Company
Bellingham, WA
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Alebrijes Mexican Lager This beer will make you feel like you’re in a magical 
land of Mexican mythical creatures. Alebrijes is brewed with flaked corn and a pinch 
of Saaz hops for a crisp and refreshing taste. ABV is 4.7%. 

Night Shift IPA This beer provides a smooth 
mouthfeel with hops that give it a mesmerizing 
blend of citrus, tropical fruits, and a touch of 
pine. The bitterness is refined, leaving a pleasant 
resinous aftertaste that entices you to take 
another sip. ABV 7.0%

369 Damn She Fine! Hazy IPA hopped 
heavily with Mosaic Hops (HBC:369) 

Mi Encanto Our take on the Mexican Lager. Light, Crisp and refreshing.

wandering hop
Yakima, WA
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Friendship Nugget The pot of gold at the end of every rainbow! This traditional 
dry Irish Stout is a hearty embrace in a glass, boasting rich roasted malt flavors 
with a hint of chocolate. With each sip, you’ll feel closer to your pals, as if sharing 
laughter and stories around a cozy pub table. 
So gather‘round, raise your glasses, and let 
Friendship Nugget be the cornerstone of 
your next epic adventure with your best 
buds! 5.0% ABV 

Sassy Sparkles Sassy Sparkles is inspired by my oldest daughter. This witbier is 
filled with a sweet balance of orange peel and corridor, then cranked to 11 with the 
addition of peach and habanero. Light, sweet with a smidge of heat, just like my 
daughter. 5% / 20 IBU

fountain brewing
Bellingham, WA
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Fountain Fog Pale Ale 5.5% ABV / Linc Pilsner, malted 
and flaked oats provide a pillowy base for this tropical 
fruit forward hazy pale. Showcasing Cashmere Cryo, the 
hop profile is dense with citrus, pineapple and lime.

Subdued City Saison 5% ABV / Brewed with 
pilsner and wheat grown and malted in the Skagit Valley. Heavily hopped with 
Nelson Sauvin then conditioned with a brettanomyces blend in stainless steel for 9 
months. Bright notes of lemon with a subtle tartness and tropical funk.

barley pop! brewing
Marysville, WA
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twin sisters brewing company
Bellingham, WA
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Edel Pils
5.0% ABV / 35 IBU / Our reinterpretation of a 
traditional hoppy German style Pilsner. Czech and 
American noble hops give this lager its spicy, 
floral aroma and crisp clean finish. 

Mostly Mango IPA
5.8% ABV / 31 IBU / West Coast IPA with 100% Mosaic hops with Mango and 
Passionfruit purees added. Huge fruit bomb, Mostly Mango!

sierra nevada brewing co
Chico, CA
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Hazy Little Thing IPA Juicy hops and silky malt meet in a Hazy Little Thing 
with fruit-forward flavor, modest bitterness, and a smooth finish 6.7% ABV, 35 IBU 

Summerfest Summerfest is golden bright, 
balancing delicate yet complex malt alongside
spicy, floral hops. Hints of lemon zest lead 
into a dry finish. 5% ABV, 28 IBU



dry humor cider co.
Bellingham, WA
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Dry Humor 6.5% ABV Dry Cider / Our flagship cider, 
Dry Humor, is the culmination of several years of 
prototyping and testing with one goal in mind: to 
make a simple, dry, damn good hard cider. Never 
too sweet or too tart, Dry Humor is easy drinking 
and pairs well with backyard BBQs, mowing the lawn, 
and exaggerating your favorite stories around the campfire.

Ginger Riddle 6.5% ABV Dry Ginger Cider / Riddle me this... What do you get 
when you take our “Simple. Dry. Damn Good.” hard cider and add just the right 
amount of ginger? Ginger Riddle - a wicked good hard cider that is the latest 
addition to Dry Humor Cider Co’s family of work hard, play hard ciders. Enjoy!

beach cat brewing
Birch Bay, WA
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Cats Blue Ribbon ABV 5.0% IBU: 12 / An American Lager sooooo good, they 
gave us a blue ribbon for it! Well not yet, but hey there is always next year. Cats 
Blue Ribbon American Lager is an absolutely crushable lager made with Cryo 
Cascade hops, along with corn, 2-row malt, and California Common Yeast. This beer 
is super lite, with a soft yellow hue, along with a little hazy clarity. Truth be told, 
we made this beer as a one off, but people have 
been absolutely loving it! (And drinking a lot of it.) 

Sourpuss Blackberry Sour (Gold Medal Winner) 
ABV 4.9% IBU 12 / I see you staring at me...it 
would appear you are wanting some kind of beer 
description for this kettle sour blackberry Gose...
well what I can tell you is that it is sour...just like 
me, Sourpuss...alright jokes aside, this beer is 
crushable, tart, sweet with blackberry flavor, and 
has a beautiful purple color. 

Tortoiseshell Hazy IPA ABV 6.7% IBU 32  / The Tortoiseshell Hazy IPA is 
perfectly balanced with Amarillo, Citra, and Mosaic hops. This beer has spectacular 
tropical fruit and citrus flavors without the resinous bitterness that traditional 
West Coast IPA’s have. The haze is beautifully displayed with a yellowish bright color 
and smooth full body mouthfeel. It is the purfect beer for any hop head looking for 
the exemplary delivery of hop aroma and flavor. 

bastion brewing
Anacortes, WA
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Sky Pig IPA Our flagship IPA, slightly 
cloudy, citrusy and grapefruity. 7.9% ABV 

Raspberry Wheat 120lbs of Raspberries!! 4.7% ABV



lost giants cider co.
Bellingham, WA
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Equinox Dry Cider 6.9% ABV / The Equinox 
Dry Cider is named in honor of the Autumn 
Equinox, when night and day are approximately 
equal length all over the earth. It is also the 
approximate time that this trio of Gravenstein, 
Kingston Black and Yarlington Mill apples were 
harvested To make up this delicious and fresh bittersharp cider. At first glance 
you’ll notice its pale gold to dark straw color, and as you raise it to our nose you’ll 
enjoy the aroma of ripe apples, burnt sugar and slightly spicy hints of clove. In the 
mouth, this perfect cider blend is due to the trinity of sugars, tannins and citrus 
like acidity. The medium to high carbonation flows through into the mouth and 
ends with an almost Champagne like finish. The finish is dry and quite clean and 
aromatic with a sweet-acid flavor.

Pineapple Habanero Cider 6.4% ABV / We combined our classic Pineapple 
Cider with spicy and delicious Habanero peppers. This instant classic is sure to 
please those looking for a perfect blend of tropical spice!

farmstrong brewing
Mount Vernon, WA
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Snow Goose This beer is a hoppy 
marriage of two of our favorite beer 
styles: lager and IPA. While this beer is 
a hop forward West Coast IPA at heart, 
it is cold fermented and brewed with a mixture of barley and flaked rice in order to 
give it the clean, crisp and crushable feel of your favorite summer ale or American 
pilsner. Utilizing Idaho 7 and Mosaic hops, Snow Goose boasts aromas of orange, 
guava, pineapple and mango while simultaneously sporting a pleasant up-front 
bitterness upon first sip. This beer is strong enough to warm you up in the cold 
months, and easy-drinking enough to accompany you around the yard on the 
lawnmower in the summer. ABV 5.5% IBU 60 

La Raza This Mexican-style Vienna lager is light and crisp, with hints of caramel 
malt. Highly quaffable and perfect for a warm day, this crowd-pleasing craft lager 
can be enjoyed with or without a lime. A beer for and by the people of Washington, 
no wonder it took home silver at the 2016 Washington beer awards. ABV 4% IBU 11

bale breaker brewing Company
Yakima, WA
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Daybreak Pale Ale 5.5%/45 IBU - We went 
back to our roots with this streamlined pale ale 
that lets our family farms hops shine like the 
first rays of the morning light.  Crisp with complex 
aromas of grapefruit, apricot, pine resin and hints 
of mango, blueberry and melon.  

Crop Circles Hazy IPA 6.5%/40 IBU - Get ready to have your tastebuds 
abducted by our newest Hazi IPA Rotator Series.  First up, Crop Circles Hazy IPA: a 
bright, bold hazy featuring our homegrown hops (straight outta Area 41).



larrabee lager Company
Bellingham, WA
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Original Lager Brewed using the time-honored technique of decoction mashing, 
the highest quality German ingredients, and our proprietary water treatment for a 
smooth taste and crisp finish. 5.0% ABV 18 IBU 

Double L Boasting rich malt flavors of caramel, 
a hint of roast, toasted bread and nougat, this 
beer truly embodies the complex characteristics
of a classic German dark lager. Low bitterness and 
a light body make it deceptively drinkable in any 
season. 5.0% ABV 20 IBU

Tropic Haze IPA 6.4% ABV 50 IBU - Tropical fruit 
flavor, silky-smooth texture, and a remarkably clean finish.  

Ridgetop Red 6% ABV 15 IBU - Full-bodied and smooth with 
a sweet caramel flavor balanced with Northwest Liberty hops for a refreshing finish.

silver city brewery
Bremerton, WA
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skookum brewery
Arlington, WA
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Skookum Beer American Lager Easy drinking and 
delicious with notes of hometown good times 4.5% ABV

WHATCHAMACALLIT Notes of smooth mango and 
gentle citrus hops: Citra, Motueka, and Rakau 7% ABV

Apricot Cosmic Crisp Crafted with Northwest apples 
& apricots, this sweet & zingy cosmic-apricot combo is 
guaranteed to break some chains. Careful now, too much 
hyzer and you’ll end up out of this world! 9% ABV 

Pacific Pineapple Juicy and tropical, Pacific 
Pineapple rolls ripe Costa Rica golden pineapples into 
fresh-pressed Northwest apples. This refreshingly juicy and easy-drinking session 
cider will relax your state of mind, no matter your locale! 5% ABV 

Peach Mojito Like summer in a glass, the Peach Mojito cocktail radiates with 
ripe, delectable PNW peaches, a fresh garden mint high kick, and a snappy key lime 
finish. 8.5% ABV

2 towns ciderhouse
Corvallis, OR
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Escape Artist A bold aroma with big, tropical and 
citrus flavors. 6.6% ABV / 67 IBU 

Pink Guava Sour Pink guava combines the sweetness of strawberry, melon and 
pear to perfectly complement our tangy sour ale. 5.6% ABV / 1 IBU

everybody’s brewing
White Salmon, WA
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Holy GrAle This one is always an ABD fave! First or second place people’s choice 
award since 2017! Brewed with the darkest malt possible, Midnight Wheat. Then 
subtly hopped. Then not so subtly we added everything but the kitchen sink, dark 
Belgian candied syrup, molasses, honey from our own bee hives, and conditioned 
with local coffee and bourbon vanilla. 8.1% ABV 

Ditsy Blonde Everyone’s tried and true favorite blonde around! A simply malt bill 
allows the fresh lime to shine through in this highly drinkable Blonde ale. Hopped 
lightly with centennial hops. 6% ABV 

Fruit Lager Our crisp traditional lager with a twist! We add organic fruit puree 
to every keg! Makes for a fruity and fun twist on an old classic. 5% ABV
 
Hard Seltzer It is what it sounds 
like. Hard seltzer with fruity flavoring. 
Better than White Claw. 4.5% ABV   

birdsview brewing co.
Concrete, WA
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Fringe Brewing
Ferndale, WA
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Jam Our flagship west coast IPA, With notes of mango, pineapple, citrus and a nice 
piny, bitter finish. Malts round out this beer so you’ll find it very approachable and 
balanced. Not a pallet wrecker, this beer is all about the balance and details of an 
easy drinking westy. ABV 6.8% IBU 52 

Noroeste This Mexi lager is bright, clean and 
refreshing. With notes of cracker and spice on 
the nose, you’ll love the clean finish and toasty 
biscuit note on the end. This will easily be your 
go-to all summer. ABV 4.3% IBU 23

sound2summit brewery
Snohomish, WA
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Hawaiian POG Our refreshing Kiteboard Kölsch with a Hawaiian twist. Hawaiian 
POG Kölsch is brewed with sweet orange peel and is transferred to the brite tank 
where more than 100lbs of Pink Guava and Passion Fruit are added. It pours hazy 
with a slight pink hue. Aromas of ripe orange and tropical fruit juice invite you in 
while guava and passion fruit flavors carry the spirit of Aloha in this beer. Grab a 
seat in the sun, close your eyes and sip the sweet nectar 
of the tropics. 5.7% ABV / 25 IBU

Sound to Cerveza A light and smooth lager 
brewed with pilsner malt, Vienna and a touch of 
flaked corn to round out the style. A small amount 
of Mandarina Bavaria hops are added to the tail 
end of the boil to bring forward a hint of citrus. 
5.3% / 20 IBU

Sail Away Sail Away Scotch Ale pours a deep 
mahogany color and carries a full body. Beautiful aromas of caramel, raisin, and 
toasted marshmallow stand out in the nose of this beer. Rich and robust flavors of 
toffee, molasses, and caramelized dates follow. A reduction step in the boil process 
allows for this beer to have some kettle caramelization and depth of character, 
while maintaining a smooth drinkability at 8.1%. Sail Away Scotch Ale is perfect for 
your evening sun-downer or sipping by the fire. 8.1% ABV / 20 IBU

icicle brewing company
Leavenworth, WA
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Enchantments Hazy IPA - Rune Brewed with copious 
amounts of Hydra, Citra and Mosaic hops, this juicy IPA 
delivers notes and aromas of bright citrus, tangerine, 
mandarin, clementine and tropical fruit. Rune is the 
eighteenth rotating recipe in our award-winning 
Enchantments Hazy IPA series. ABV: 6.9%, IBU: 35 

Premium Pilsner Crisp, clean and endlessly refreshing, 
Premium Pilsner is well-balanced with a light hop character. It’s subtle, yet refined, 
with lightly floral aromas, smooth mouthfeel, and satisfying finish. Brewed with 
Noble hops in the international style, this is an easy-drinking beer that’s as fresh as 
the waters from which it was born. ABV: 4.9%, IBU: 20



yonder cider
Seattle, WA
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Palisades Blackberries and sage slow dance at sunset for the perfect mix of 
tangy and tart. A blend of juicy culinary and old world apple complexity meets 
bright and mouth watering Pacific Northwest blackberries, all of which is supported 
by an herbal hint of sage. 6.5% ABV. 

Mazama Pear Cider with Botanicals
Mazama brings bright botanicals together with 
orange peel and a subtle pear finish for a cider 
unlike any other. Juicy, bright and perfect for 
the dreams of sunshine. 6.9% ABV

chuckanut brewery
Burlington, WA
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Chuck Light This little lager is made in the style 
of low calorie beer. Using a combination of light 
colored malts and gentle hops with a dry finish, 
this balanced easy drinking beer is for those that 
might want to watch their calorie intake! Always delicious 
but lighter in style and flavor, this is an all day kind of beer. ABV 3.8% IBU 18
 
Italian Pilsner Our rendition of this popular style uses Italian grown Pilsner 
malt that delivers pleasant maltiness and a light honey sweetness. Generously dry-
hopped with Spalt hops, this Pilsner is highly drinkable with huge notes of spicy and 
herbal hops. ABV 4.9% IBU 42

pFriem family brewers
Hood River, OR

41

pFriem West Coast IPA Believe it! A 
crushable and crisp, IPA that screams ‘west 
coast.’ Let the bright notes of kiwi & 
tangerine convince you. ABV 6.8%  IBU 45

pFriem Japanese Lager What’s not to love about the scent of a beautiful 
floral bouquet? pFriem Japanese Lager features aromas of Shiso plum, fresh bread, 
and violet aromas, and sparkling notes of fresh green tea and wildflowers. Brewed 
with rice in the Japanese tradition, it’s an effervescent delight that smells like 
flowers and drinks like beer. ABV 5.0% IBU 15

otherlands beer
Bellingham, WA
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Household Gods Rustic, full-flavored, pale 
lager inspired by the “Lagerbiers” of Franconia, 
Germany. Full bodied with a rich malt flavor, 
expressive fruity nose, and a soft 
carbonation. 5.3% ABV 

Some Soft Returning Unfiltered Franconia-inspired kellerbier: smooth 
and malty with a very mellow carbonation. 4.8% ABV



e9 brewing co
Tacoma, WA
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Realize Real Lies Hopping of Columbus, 
Mosaic, and Simcoe hops. (6.5% ABV)

T-Dome Pils Traditional German style pilsner. (5.1% ABV) 

terramar brewstillery
Bow, WA

44

Weizen Up Hefeweizen 5.0% ABV – 17 IBU / 
Multi-step mashing and a unique fermentation 
profile with an iconic Bavarian wheat beer strain 
yield a full-bodied and highly refreshing hefeweizen 
with rounded notes of clove, banana, and vanilla.

Raspberry Sour 5.2% ABV - 5 IBU / This fruited berliner weisse style ale was 
kettle soured on a blend of lactobacillus strains, fermented out dry and clean and 
then conditioned on loads of local raspberries from our friends at Berry Acres 
Farms. Bursting with raspberry aroma and flavor this sour is dry, tart, crisp, and 
highly refreshing.

locust cider45

Blackberry 6% Dry complex and tart 
cider made with WA apples and blackberries 

Strawberry Mojito 6% Blend of WA apples, strawberries, lime and mint

STemma brewing co.
Bellingham, WA

46

Super Squeeze Orange Raspberry A 
naturally gluten free seltzer fruited with 100% 
orange and raspberry fruit purees. 7.5% ABV 

West Coast Pilsner A collaboration with 
Single Hill Brewing. This lightly hopped West Coast 
Pilsner features a modern hop aroma with a traditional hop backbone.  5.4% ABV

4good hard seltzer47

Lemon Blueberry & Strawberry Mango 
4Good Hard Seltzer is made with real, upcycled 
“ugly” fruit to create award-winning flavors 
bursting with natural goodness. Plus, with every 
case sold we donate 10 meals to children facing hunger! Both of these seltzers won 
1st (Platinum) in the 2022 Sip Magazine “Best of the Northwest”! 5.0% ABV

Gig Harbor, WA

Seattle, WA



structures brewing
Bellingham, WA
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Floral A beautiful collaboration with The Max 
Higbee Center. An IPA brewed with Amarillo, Citra 
and Centennial.  Brewed with our favorite blend of 
malts and flaked oats, this IPA has a pillowy soft 
body, note of citrus and grapefruit with a subdued 
bite and clean finish! 6.8% ABV

Paraphrase This West Coast IPA was heavily double 
dry hopped with Chinook, Simcoe, and Amarillo, shining 
bright with notes of candied grapefruit pith, resinous spice and clementine citrus 
slices.  This IPA has a pleasant round body, firm yet bright balanced bitterness with 
a crisp, dry dank finish. 6.2% ABV

5 rights Brewing Company
Marysville, WA

49

Full Metal Zombie IPA Another fun tribute to our favorite Zombie show, Z-Na-
tion. Unlike the fake zombies in the Season 1 episode it is named after, this 
San Diego style West Coast IPA is not an imposter 
that will steal your ride. Look for bright full flavors 
of Mango, Pineapple and Grapefruit from the 
ridiculous amounts of Citra, Galaxy, Nelson 
Sauvin, and Simcoe hops. And cheers to the 
fan-favorite character, Doc, for surviving this 
episode. ABV 7.5% IBU 65 

Funk’Ville Blueberry Mango Sour A 
fruited version of our Funk’Ville Berliner Weisse, 
this kettle sour includes a balanced blend of mango 
to blueberry with just the right amount of sour. 
It’s a delightful Spring treat! ABV 3.6% IBU 8

georgetown brewing company
Seattle, WA

48

Dalton When starting to brew experimental beers, all you have to do is follow 
three simple rules. One, never underestimate your hopping schedule. Expect the 
unexpected. Two, trying different techniques is absolutely necessary. And three, be 
nice. Dalton is Bodhizafa’s close cousin, with the same 
ingredients, like Citra, Mosaic and Chinook hops, but 
with a softer roundhouse kick of peach and
cantaloupe notes. And it is very nice. ABV 6.5% 

Gusto Building on Gusto Crema blend, a medium 
roasted bean from our friends at Caffè Umbria, we 
made a smooth, rich cream ale. This beer has roasted flavor, 
aroma, and color from cold brew coffee. Smooth, rich mouthfeel comes from oats 
and Munich malt. Gold medal winner in the Coffee Beer category at the Great 
American Beer Festival in 2016! Contains lactose. ABV 4.2%



Flyers Restaurant and Brewery
Oak Harbor, WA
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Pacemaker Porter A Robust Porter in style, this dark full-bodied ale has hints 
of roasted malt in the nose with flavors of coffee and bittersweet chocolate on the 
palate. 6.0% ABV

Golden Lager Slight bready malt notes 
with a clean lager character and smooth 
finish. Golden in color with an off white 
head. This beer is brewed with a non-
traditional spin using a California Common 
Lager yeast strain. 5.5% ABV

cardinal craft brewing (skagit 
valley college)
Burlington, WA

Sampling of Student-Made Beers Cardinal 
Craft is a brewing school at Skagit Valley College 
where regional industry professionals teach students 
brewing science in a one-year academy. Now 
recruiting for Fall of 2024. For more information 
contact tony.savoy@skagit.edu.
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Sup Cuz IPA Our 6.5% hazy IPA is brewed with Comet, 
Citra & Amarillo hops grown by Loza Farms in Wapato, 
Washington. Juicy & refreshing citrus flavors with a mild 
body and clean finish. 

varietal beer company
Sunnyside, WA
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urban family brewing co.
Seattle, WA

54

Raccoon-Level Dexterity Juicy and tropical, this hazy IPA is pale gold with a 
gentle glow, and is lightly bitter - hopped w/ Ekuanot, Cashmere, HBC 586. Notes of 
mango, peach and pear with a soft melon finish. ~ 7.6% ABV 

Sacred Arrow Crisp, medium bodied, and sour, 
this jammy ale pours a brilliant late-sunset red 
with a light pink foam thanks to a heavy dose 
of raspberries. ~ 6.2% ABV

gruff brewing
Bellingham, WA

53

Trash Bird Hazy Juicy, hazy IPA 6.5% ABV Light Lager

Gruff Light Crisp & refreshing light lager 4% ABV



jellyfish brewing company
Seattle, WA

55

Sour Suzie ABV 4.6% IBU 26 / Our mid-tart, Kettle Sour 
is crisp and refreshing, featuring Blueberry & Ginger.

Sir Hugs-A-Lot ABV 7.3% IBU 40 Big notes of 
tropical fruit from a bodacious amount of Cashmere, 
El Dorado & Ekuanot hops.

thorntail hard agave
Seattle, WA

56

Sea Salt Lime Sea salt lime evokes the essence of a margarita by blending the 
tang of lime with the subtle saltiness of the sea all combined with hard agave. A 
perfect seaside escape in every sip without the 
need for sand between your toes. 5% ABV

Passion Fruit Guava Passionfruit Guava is a 
vibrant burst of paradise, marrying the luscious 
sweetness of passionfruit with the exotic juiciness of guava. It’s a delightful elixir 
that radiates sunshine in every sip, offering a taste of tropical bliss. 5% ABV
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